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Abstract—In this article, we describe the design choices behind MLPerf, a machine learning
performance benchmark that has become an industry standard. The first two rounds of the
MLPerf Training benchmark helped drive improvements to software-stack performance and
scalability, showing a 1.3 speedup in the top 16-chip results despite higher quality targets
and a 5.5 increase in system scale. The first round of MLPerf Inference received over 500
benchmark results from 14 different organizations, showing growing adoption.

& MACHINE LEARNING (ML) is transforming multiple industries, leading to a surge in hardware
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and software development. Most modern ML systems are built atop deep neural networks which
are computationally demanding to train and
deploy, thus their increasing use in industry is
driving the rapid development of specialized hardware architectures and software frameworks.
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We need a performance benchmark to evaluate these competing ML systems. By providing
clear metrics, benchmarking aligns research,
engineering and marketing, and competitors
across the industry in pursuit of the same objectives. For general-purpose computing, a consortium of chip vendors built the SPEC benchmark1
in 1988, focusing the competition that drove
computing performance for the next
MLPerf was founded in
three decades. Ear2018 to combine the
lier ML benchmarks
best of prior efforts: a
include DeepBench2
broad benchmark set
which
focused
with a time-toconvergence metric
on deep learning
and the support of an
primitives, Fathom3
academic/industry
which introduced
consortium.
a field-spanning set
of ML benchmarks,
and DAWNBench4 which proposed time-toconvergence as a metric. See the work by Mattson
et al.5 and Reddi et al.6 for more on related work.
MLPerf was founded in 2018 to combine the
best of prior efforts: a broad benchmark set with
a time-to-convergence metric and the support of
an academic/industry consortium. MLPerf contains two suites of ML benchmarks: one for training,5 and one for inference.6 MLPerf has released
two rounds of results for the training suite and
one round for the inference suite. Comparing the
two rounds of training data shows MLPerf is
encouraging improvements in performance and
scalability; comparing all three rounds shows
growing adoption. The remainder of this article
describes the design choices faced by anyone
seeking to benchmark ML performance, and how
MLPerf navigated those choices to become a
nascent industry standard.

DESIGN CHOICES
Designing any benchmark suite requires
answering three big questions.






Benchmark definition: How to specify a measurable task?
Metric
definition:
How
to
measure
performance?
Benchmark selection: What set of tasks to
measure?
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Designing an ML benchmark suite requires
answering additional questions.








Implementation equivalence: ML accelerator
architecture varies and there is no standard
ML software stack. Submitters need to reimplement the benchmark for their hardware.
How do we ensure that implementations are
equivalent enough for fair comparison?
Training hyperparameter equivalence: for
training benchmarks, which hyperparameters are tunable?
Training convergence variance: for training
benchmarks, convergence times have relatively high variance. How do we make meaningful measurements?
Inference weight equivalence: for inference
benchmarks, are retrained or sparsified
weights allowed?

This section describes how the MLPerf
benchmark suites answer these questions.

MLPerf Training
Benchmark Definition We specify an MLPerf
Training benchmark5 as training a model on a
specific data set to reach a target quality. For
example, one benchmark measures training on
the ImageNet data set until the image classification top-1 accuracy reaches 75.9%. However, this
basic definition does not answer one critical
question: do we specify which model to train?
Specifying the model enables apples-to-apples
performance comparisons of software or hardware alternatives because it requires all alternatives to process the same workload. However,
not specifying the model encourages model
improvements and hardware–software codesign.
We created two divisions of results: a Closed
Division that requires using a specific model for
direct comparisons, and an Open Division that
allows the use of any model to support model
innovation.
Metric Definition There are two obvious metrics for training performance: throughput, the
number of data processed per second, and timeto-train, the wall clock time it takes for the model
to reach a target quality. These metrics could
also be normalized by cost or power, which we
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Table 1. MLPerf Training v0.5 Benchmarks.
Area

Problem
Image
recognition

Vision

Data set
ImageNet7
7

Model
ResNet7

COCO

SSD

Object
segmentation

COCO7

Mask R CNN7

Translation

WMT Eng.German7

GNMT7

Translation

WMT Eng.German7

Transformer7

Commerce

Recommendation

Movielens-20M7

NCF7

Research

RL

Go, 99 board

MiniGo7

will address later on. Throughput has advantages. First, it is computationally inexpensive to
measure because you do not train the model to
completion. Second, it has a relatively low variance because the compute cost per datum is
constant in most models. However, throughput
can be increased at the cost of time-to-train
by using optimizations like lower precision
numerics or larger batch sizes.
We chose to use time-to-train because it accurately reflects the primary goal in choosing a
training system: to fully train models as quickly
as possible. Unfortunately, it is computationally
expensive to fully train models. Furthermore,
the number of epochs needed to train a model
varies due to random weight initialization and
stochastic floating-point ordering effects. However, we feel time-to-train is the least-bad alternative available.
Benchmark Selection Once we chose how to
specify a benchmark, we needed to select a set
of benchmarks. We first divided ML applications
into five broad areas.
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7

Object detection

Language

We then tried to select one or two specific
benchmarks within each area. In doing so, we
chose models based on four characteristics.

Vision: image classification, object detection,
segmentation, medical imaging.
Speech: speech to text, text to speech.
Language: translation, natural language processing (NLP).
Commercial: recommenders, time-series.
Research: reinforcement learning (RL) for
games or robotics, generative adversarial
networks (GANs).







Maturity: We sought models that were near
state-of-the-art but also showed evidence of
growing adoption.
Variety: We chose models that included a
range of constructs such as a convolutional
neural network (CNN), a recurrent neural network (RNN), attention, and an embedding
table.
Complexity: We chose model sizes to reflect
current and anticipated market demands.
Practicality: We chose only benchmarks with
available data sets and models.

Table 1 shows the benchmarks in MLPerf
Training v0.5. We chose ResNet as having relatively high accuracy and wide adoption. We
added SSD and Mask R-CNN to cover two different points in the important vision complexity
space. We chose transformer and GNMT for
translation to increase variety by including
attention and an RNN. We chose MiniGo for RL
because it did not require an even more computationally expensive physics simulation. MLPerf
Training presently omits medical imaging,
speech-to-text, text-to-speech, NLP, time series,
and GANs. Future versions of MLPerf will
address these applications, starting with BERT
in MLPerf training v0.7.
Implementation Equivalence ML benchmarks cannot function like conventional benchmarks in which fixed code is executed because it
is not currently possible to write portable, scalable, high-performance ML code. There is no single ML framework supported by all architectures.
Furthermore, ML code needs to be tuned for the
architecture and system scale in order to achieve
high performance.
Instead, MLPerf allows submitters to reimplement the benchmarks. However, this flexibility
raises the question of implementation equivalence. MLPerf requires that all submitters to the
closed division use the same model to enable
apples-to-apples hardware comparisons, but
what does it mean to use the same model? MLPerf
provides a functional but unoptimized reference
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implementation. MLPerf rules require performing
the same set of mathematical operations as the
reference implementation to produce each output, using the same optimizer to update the
weights, and using the same preprocessing and
evaluation methods. Submitters are allowed to
reorder data channels and parallel operations,
use different numerical representations, and
make a few other whitelisted changes.
Hyperparameter Tuning Different systems
need different hyperparameters for optimal performance. Systems have varying levels of parallelism and therefore demand different batch
sizes (numbers of inputs between weight
updates). Similarly, different numerical representations affect training behavior and require
changes to the learning rate schedule and other
optimizer hyperparameters.
Finding the optimal hyperparameters requires exploring a many-dimensional space where
each point is evaluated by training an ML model
to convergence, which can take days on a single
processor. Therefore, allowing submitters to do
an unlimited hyperparameter search conveys an
advantage on those with the most computational
resources and/or best hyperparameter search
strategy.
Currently, MLPerf tries to level the hyperparameter playing field while still allowing sufficient flexibility in two ways.
1. Search limits: MLPerf limits which hyperparameters can be tuned.
2. Hyperparameter borrowing: MLPerf allows
submitters to “borrow” hyperparameters
from other submissions and update their
results prior to posting final results.
Variance The time to train a model to a target
quality has relatively high variance. The time to
train is roughly proportional to the number of
epochs (passes over the training data) required.
The number of epochs required varies because
the starting weights are initialized to random values and because of nondeterministic floating-point
ordering. This variance can be reduced by averaging the results of multiple runs. However, the
reduction is proportional to the square root of the
number of runs and each run is computationally
costly; often multiple days on a single processor.
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Table 2. MLPerf Inference v0.5 Benchmarks.
Area

Task

Data set

Model

Vision

Image
classification

ImageNet
(224224)7

Resnet50-v1.57

Vision

Image
classification

ImageNet
(224224)7

MobileNets-v1
224p7

Vision

Object
detection

COCO
(12001200)7

SSD-ResNet347

Vision

Object
detection

COCO
(300300)7

SSDMobileNets-v17

Language

Machine
translation

WMT Eng.German7

GNMT7

MLPerf balances variance and computation
cost by averaging over a number of runs but still
accepting relatively high variance. MLPerf averages five runs for relatively stable vision
benchmarks producing results that are roughly
2.5% and ten runs for the other higher
variance benchmarks producing results that are
roughly 5%.

MLPerf Inference
Benchmark Definition We define an MLPerf
inference benchmark6 as processing a series of
inputs to a trained model to produce outputs
that meet a quality target. We expand on this
basic definition with four measurement scenarios shown in black in Figure 1, each of which
addresses a class of use cases.
1. Single stream: a series of inputs are processed one after the other as in, for example, a
cell mobile vision application.
2. Multiple stream: fixed-size batches of inputs
are processed one after the other as in, for
example, automotive vision.
3. Server: inputs arrive according to a Poisson
distribution as in, for example, an online
translation service.
4. Offline: all inputs are available at once as in,
for example, a photo labeling application.
MLPerf inference then defines a benchmark
for each of the above scenarios. Like MLPerf
Training, MLPerf Inference has a Closed Division
which mandates a specific model to enable
direct comparisons and an Open Division which
allows any model to encourage innovation.
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equivalence for the Closed Division. MLPerf Inference handles
implementation equivalence by
introducing two fundamental
constraints.
1. All implementations must use a
standardized load generator
that implements the four scenarios and measures the corresponding metrics.
2. All implementations must use
the same reference weights.
Figure 1. MLPerf inference scenarios and metrics.

Metric Definition The ideal metric for measuring the performance of an inference system
varies with the use case. For instance, a mobile
vision application needs low latency, while
an offline photo application demands high
throughput. For this reason, each MLPerf inference benchmark scenario has a different metric,
as shown in red in Figure 1.
1. Single stream: latency.
2. Multiple stream: number of streams subject
to a latency bound.
3. Server: Poisson-arrival queries per second
subject to a latency bound.
4. Offline: throughput.
Benchmark Selection The benchmark selection for MLPerf Inference was also driven by
maturity, diversity, complexity, and practicality.
However, we also needed to choose models with
complexities suitable to a spectrum of hardware
ranging from mobile devices to servers and support whatever models we chose in multiple scenarios. Thus, the initial version of MLPerf
Inference focuses only on the most common
vision tasks at different complexities. It complements the vision models with one moderate-size
language model to increase model diversity.
Future versions will expand this model selection
and better align it with training.
Implementation Equivalence MLPerf Inference gives submitters the ability to reimplement
the models to handle software stack and hardware
diversity, again raising the question of model
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In addition to these two fundamental constraints, there is a
short blacklist of forbidden optimizations including incorporating additional
weights or other information about the data set,
caching results to take advantage of repeated
inputs, or sparsely evaluating the weights.
Quantization, Retraining, and Sparsity
Inference systems can use quantized, retrained,
or sparsified weights to increase computational
efficiency at the cost of reduced accuracy,
which may or may not match market requirements and can offer an unfair advantage in
benchmarking. Different applications have different tolerance for accuracy loss, making it
challenging to set an inference benchmark quality target. Further, retraining and sparsification
techniques are a research area with significant
proprietary technology and allowing either provides an advantage to those with the best
methods.
For the initial version of MLPerf inference
we took a simple approach by not allowing
retraining or sparsification. Most quality targets are set to 99% of the quality that can be
achieved with 32-bit floating point weights.
These targets are somewhat lower than might
be required for many applications, but we only
allow post-training quantization. For future versions, we are investigating more flexible
approaches to accuracy and allowing retraining and/or sparsification.

Presentation
Results or Single Summary Score Given a
set of benchmark results, there are still choices
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Figure 2. Speedup in the fastest 16-chip entry from MLPerf Training version v0.5 to v0.6, despite more timed
work due to increased quality targets as shown.

about how to present them in the most informative way. For instance, should results for one system on multiple benchmarks be combined
to produce a single summary “score”? A score
provides a consistent and easy way to communicate the bottom line. However, it assumes
that systems are designed for general performance and that all benchmarks in the suite matter equally. We provide results instead of a single
summary score because the range of ML use
cases, from automotive vision to online recommendations, makes these assumptions incorrect:
most users care about a subset of the benchmarks and many hardware architectures are
specialized.
Scale Information and Normalization
Another presentation question is: should the
results be normalized or include scale information? Different systems have different scale factors such as price, power consumption, and chip
count. If system A performs slightly better than
system B, but consumes twice as much power,
which is a better design? In order to help consumers of benchmark results better utilize them,
the results could be presented with one or more
scale factors as additional information or normalized by a specific scale factor.
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MLPerf currently provides scale information
in the form of chip counts and future versions
will include power measurements. MLPerf does
not provide price because it is not a physical
quantity and can vary over time and market.
MLPerf does not normalize because the most
important scale factor is different for different
uses.

RESULTS
Benchmark suites aim to drive technological
progress on faster hardware and software; we can
measure this progress by comparing the best
results on the benchmark suite over time. Comparing two rounds of MLPerf Training results shows
progress in software-stack performance and scalability. The two rounds of results were collected
approximately six months apart, and are driven by
the same ML accelerators. Figure 2 compares five
benchmarks that did not change significantly
between the two rounds, though the target quality
levels of three out of five benchmarks were
increased, which increases the amount of work
being timed.8 The fastest 16-chip entries across the
two rounds show an average 1.3 speedup despite
more work required. Figure 3 shows an average
5.5 increase in system scale across the two
rounds as submitters were able to effectively utilize
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Figure 3. Increase in the number of chips used in the system that produced the fastest overall score from
MLPerf Training version v0.5 to v0.6.

more chips.8 Some of these improvements are
benchmark-specific and some would have occurred
without MLPerf, but many, based on first-hand
observations of the authors, are generic and motivated by MLPerf. Over time, we expect similar
improvements in hardware.
Since we only have a single round of MLPerf
inference results, we cannot yet assess if it is
driving performance improvements but can
assess how well it handles diverse hardware as

well as growth in adoption. Figure 4 shows that
the systems submitted, ranging from embedded
devices to cloud scale data center solutions,
cover a very wide range of hardware that spans
four orders of magnitude in terms of performance.9 The number of submissions and results
in each round of MLPerf is increasing: v0.5 had 3
submitters and 40þ results, training v0.6 had 5
submitters and 60þ results, inference v0.5 had
14 submitters and 500þ results.

Figure 4. Normalized performance distribution in log scale from results in the closed division.
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CONCLUSION
ML is a developing field and the MLPerf benchmark suites will need to evolve with the field; we
have created an organization to enable that evolution. MLPerf inference and training are both
driven by active working groups (WGs): a submitter’s WG that maintains the rules, a special
topics WG that explores deep technical issues,
and a results WG that handles submission review
and results presentation. Other WGs focus on specific topics such as power measurement or new
benchmarks. We are creating a legal entity to
provide a long term foundation for the effort.
We are developing a long-term benchmark
roadmap. We aim to add new benchmarks to fully
cover the five large ML areas we initially identified: vision, speech, language, commerce, and
research. Over time, we will retire and replace
benchmarks to keep
pace with the field
The MLPerf effort is now
and to reduce the
supported by more
temptation to tune
than 65 companies and
for
benchmarks
researchers from eight
rather than real
educational institutions.
applications. We are
We welcome the
recruiting a panel of
involvement of
academic and indusengineers and
try advisors for
researchers who are
interested in helping us
each area to ensure
make MLPerf better by
that MLPerf benchgoing to mlperf.org/
marks are neutrally
get-involved.
driven by research
and industry needs.
Other future work includes the following.










Creating a mobile application that can run
select MLPerf inference benchmarks on
smartphones.
Improving reference implementations as
starting points for development.
Producing a “hyperparameter table” that maps
system scale and precision to recommended
hyperparameters for each benchmark.
Developing better large public data sets for
benchmarking and other purposes.
Developing better software best practices for
ML benchmarking and experimentation.

The MLPerf effort is now supported by more
than 65 companies and researchers from eight
educational institutions. We welcome the
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involvement of engineers and researchers who
are interested in helping us make MLPerf better
by going to mlperf.org/get-involved.
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